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Summary 

This study focusses on nomdeal free field blast waves arlsrng from the flmte rate of 
energy addltlon m a dlstrlbuted nonspherlcal source region The behavior of the blast 
wave IS determmed In a compressible medium surroundmg a centrally Ignited flammable 
mrxture during and after the propagation of a heat addltlon wave which models the 
detonatlve or deflagratlve combustion process NumerIcal lntegratlon of the nonsteady, 
two-dlmensronal Euler equations IS performed by mcorporatmg a heat addltlon “two- 
gamma ’ workmg fluld model to represent the flame or detonation wave This study also 
mvestlgated the behavior of a blast wave generated by the burst of a high-pressure elhpsold 
The effect of the heat addltlon waves on the near and far field blast waves was studied by 
determlmng the relevant blast parameters, peak overpressure, and posltlve phase Impulse, 
as well as the detalled evolution of the gas dynamic variables with time and distance The 
blast parameters which correspond to low velocity flames compare favorably with those 
obtained using hnear acoustic monopole theory The results Indicate that pressure rehef 
associated with the presence of a compressible Inert medium surrounding the combustion 
products after the flame propagates to the Interface of nonspherlcal clouds severely re 
strlcts the Intensity of the explosion and thereby reduces the damages that can be produc- 
ed by the blast wave 

I Introduction 

The ablhty of flames to generate damagmg blast waves IS of interest in 
connectlon with the occurrence of a large cloud of a hydrocarbon-au 
mixture m the atmosphere due to a spill of a high-vapor-pressure or liquid 
hydrocarbon in the open dunng manufacture, transport or storage The 
posslblhty of such explosions must be considered m assessing the safety of 
nelghbonng installations Literature abounds with theoretical studies on 
sphencally symmetric blast waves generated by spherical source regions 
[l-3] However, m accidental vapor cloud explosions spherical symmetry of 
the source region 1s an exception rather than the rule Most accidental ex- 
plosions are likely to involve heavier-than-air gas clouds either because of the 
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mtrmslc density of the fuel m questlon or because of the low temperature at 
which It 1s stored Density and wind effects play a crucial role m the spread 
and drift of the gas and produce extended, pancake-shaped and/or elongated 
clouds [4] The study of wave symmetry 1s an important aspect because the 
damage pattern from most accldental explosions indicates a high degree of 
dlrectlonallty In general, the blast wave generated m accldental explosions 
is of moderate strength and the degree of wave asymmetry is quite large [5] 

Chlu et al [5] presented the solution to the asymmetrlc blast waves in- 
volving the burst of a pressurized elhpsold based on the Whitham’s ray-shock 
theory and the Brinkley-Klrkwood theory of shock propagation Such an 
approach has not as yet been extended to an understanding of the blast 
waves generated by flame propagation Most of the existing studies on 
asymmetrlc blast waves generated by deflagratlve combustion processes are 
based on acoustic theory [6, 71 The acoustic theory IS only vahd for the 
llmltmg solution of weak deflagratlve explosions For usual hydrocarbon-air 
muttures, with the remote exception of powerful direct lmtlatlon, imme- 
dlate detonation 1s unlikely but not completely excluded as evidenced by a 
number of forthcommg studies on the detonablhty of unconfined hydro- 
carbonair mixtures Slckel and Foster [8] studied the ground impulse 
generated by a plane fuel-am detonation with a side relief based on an 
lteratlve procedure mvolvmg appropriate gas-dynamic relatlonshlps Wllhams 
[9] presented a qualltatlve analysis for determmmg the pressure develop- 
ment subsequent to the lgmtlon of the pancake-shaped clouds m terms of 
an expansion involving small Mach numbers for flame speed to describe non- 
lmear wave propagation Such approaches may provide values for pressures 
which are wlthm the correct order of magnitude but fall to provide a detall- 
ed account of the blast behavior and relevant time hlstorles of the location 
of the shock and the dlstortlon of the cloud with time. which are important 
to the understanding of dlrectlonal effects Induced by wave asymmetry 

The aim of the present mvestlgatlon 1s to extend the study of blast waves 
to one more dlmenslon to include the effects of wave asytrmetry generated 
by three distinct sources of nomdeal behavior, 1 e , those mvolvmg the burst- 
mg of a high-pressure vessel, and deflagratlve and detonatlve combustion 
processes NumerIcal integration of the 2-D nonsteady flows has been carried 
out with the help of a 2-D hydrocode based on the scheme proposed by 
Godunov et al [lo] To facilitate the numerical treatment of the combus- 
tion process the flame is replaced by a “two-gamma” workmg fluid model 
developed by Strehlow et al [ll] , who have shown that a generalized heat 
addition Hugomot accurately models steady hydrocarbon-air combustion 
processes over the range of interest for vapor-cloud explosions The 
numerlcal calculations are carried out for some time period after the flame 
has been extmgulshed and yield blast parameters out to considerable dls- 
tances from the source region 
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II. Governmg equations 

In this study we are prlmmly interested in the flowfield generated by a 
centrally ignited moving flame front m clouds of flammable vapor which 
have axlsymmetrlc conflguratlons The resulting blast wave creates a non- 
steady axlsymmetrlc flowfield m a compressible medium bounded by a gas 
dynamic dlscontmulty The products of explosion are separated from the 
burnt gases by a movmg surface which can be either a flame front or a con- 
tact dlscontmulty or a combmatlon of both It 1s required to calculate the 
motion of the shock wave, the movmg surface separating the burnt and un- 
burnt gases, and the whole flowfield behind the lead shock wave The 
formulation 1s idealized m that both the surrounding medium and the 
products of explosion are considered to be perfect gases with different 
specific heat ratios, y, and y2 The mltlal combustible region and the un- 
disturbed medium surrounding the shock front are considered to be at rest 
and homogeneous with pressure p = p. and density p = pO 

When ignition occurs at the center of an axlsymmetnc cloud, a spherical 
flame propagates through the cloud until it breaks through the outer sur- 
faces of the cloud The subsequent shape of the flame depends on the degree 
of axlsymmetry, the type of the cloud, and the flame speed Consldermg the 
process of ignition and mltlal flame acceleration to be out of the scope of 
this paper, it 1s assumed that the system has a self-amllar flowfield after the 
completion of the u-&al spherical flame propagation Followmg this lmtlal 
phase of spherical combustion the normal burning speed of the flame, SU, 1s 
assumed to remam constant Such an assumption does not consider the 
dependence of the flame speed on pressure, temperature, composltlon of the 
fuel-air mixture, and the degree of turbulence In this respect the blast 
wave-flame physics 1s never addressed m this study 

The basic nonsteady, 2-D conservation equations of fluid mechamcs m 
Eulerlan form, excluding the energy source terms, the effects of mass m- 
Jection and body forces (buoyancy), can be written m dlmenslonless cylm- 
drlcal coordmates as 

aF, aFz R+a(Fa),F 
dTR+- ___ ax 3R 

4 

where F,, F,, F, , and F, are vector functions of the form 

G GU 
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The variables m the above equations are conveniently non-dlmenslonallzed 
m terms of r0 (= a charactenstlc dimension of the ongmal cloud),p, (= am- 
blent pressure), p,, (= ambient density), and to = ro(po/po)’ ’ (= the time it 
takes for an acoustic signal to propagate from the ongm to ro) The dlmen- 
slonless independent variables are X = x/r,, the coordinate along the axis of 
symmetry of the cloud, R = r/r,, the coordmate representing the distance 
from the axis of symmetry, and T = t/to. the time The dlmenslonless depen- 
dent vanables are the components of the flow velocity, lJ = uto/r,, V = 
?A,, /r. in the direction of X and R, respectively, and the density, G = p/pO, 
the pressure, P = p/p,, and the mternal energy, E = ep,/p,-, 

The perfect gas equation of state 1s used m the two media m the form 

P=(y-1)GE (3) 

A finite-difference method m accordance with the scheme proposed by 
Godunov et al [lo] was used for the numerical solution of the problem 
formulated The fact that the basis for constructmg the Godunov scheme 
uses conservation laws ensures that the approximate solution obtained with 
its aid will be close to the generalized solution of the equations of gas 
dynamics, even if these generalized solutions contain dlscontmultles (e g , 
shock waves, deflagratlve waves and contact dlscontmultles) The work of 
these authors IS of interest also because their numerlcal method may be 
utilized for calculations with a movable net This IS convenient when one 1s 
carrying out gas dynamic calculations in regions where the boundaries are 
movable This difference scheme yields an approxlmatlon to the dlffer- 
entlal equations of first-order accuracy In developing the finite-difference 
scheme we adopted Shurshalov’s [12] modlflcatlon of the Godunov scheme. 
which presents the difference equations m a general form appropriate for 
calculations that are independent of the specific form of the grid for any 
moblle or lmmoblle grid with four-cornered cells The numerical scheme 
treats the mam shock wave and the moving surface which separates the burnt 
and unburnt gases as the boundaries of a movmg grid network, ensuring the 
exact satlsfactlon of all the necessary condltlons at these surfaces The treat- 
ment of the flame as a ‘two-gamma” working fluid model and all the rele- 
vant aspects of the boundary condltlons and the computational scheme can 
be found m detail m Ref [13] 

III. Acoustic solution for weak explosions 

If the burnmg speed of the flame, Msu, 1s much smaller than 1, then the 
blast wave generated by deflagratlve combustion can be described by 
acoustic theory Strehlow [6] extended the concept of the simple acoustic 
monopole theory to the case of arbitrary deflagratlve explosions by treating 
the flame as a source of added volume The acoustic approach IS useful to 
gam a qualitative understanding of the blast parameters when the numencal 
calculations of the 2-D and 3-D unsteady flows which result are complex and 
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expensive Thus, the numerical calculations of centrally ignited pancake- 
shaped clouds will be compared with the acoustic approxlmatlon m the weak 
deflagratlve hmlt 

Strehlow [6] shows that the acoustic pressure rise generated by deflagratlve 
combustion of arbitrary wave shape in an mfmite isentropic gas is given by 

p-P-PO_ Q 
d t&(r)Af(s)l 

PO inair dr 
(4) 

where r IS the distance. equal to or greater than rl, T IS the retarded time, 
t - r/so, S,(t) 1s the effective normal burning velocity of the flame, A*(t) 1s 
the effective frontal area of the flame, and G 1s the dlmenslonless heat addl- 
tlon, of which the relatlonshlp to the new volume produced per unit gas 
burned at constant pressure 1s 

(5) 

where y. is the ratlo of the specific heats 
Figure 1 describes the flame processes occurrmg m the centrally ignited 

deflagratlve combustion of the pancake-shaped cloud In the mltlal phase a 
spherical flame propagates until It reaches the outer edge of the cloud For a 
growing spherlcal ball 

-4, = In r: (6) 

and 

(7) 

From eqn (4), the acoustic pressure rise durmg the spherical flame propaga- 
tion is 

d’rf(r) 
r;(T) ~ 

dr2 
+ 2rf(s) (‘%)‘I (8) 

Deshales and Leyer [14] obtamed an identical expression from the mtegra- 
tlon of the conservation equations of mass and momentum for a spherical 
flow structure with a nonconstant velocity flame Conservation of mass 
yields the followmg expression for the final radius of the flame at the end 
of sphencal combustion m terms of the ongmal height of the cloud, W, 

(9) 

After the spherical flame breaks through the outer surface of the cloud, the 
flame propagates hke an expanding cylmdrlcal rmg with an approximate 
height of 2r, The effective area of the flame during this phase of flame 
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R 

RI, 
Fig 1 SchematIc diagram of flame propagation m a pancake-shaped cloud 

propagation is 4&/VU) 1 %T qH and the acoustic pressure rise 1s gwen by 

p2p)23[ !c.pf(T)+(i!$!)l] (4) (10) 

For constant velocity propagation, eqns (8) and (10) reduce to, respectively 

(12) 

From eqn (4), the expression for impulse is given by 
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Z(t) = Jf [p(t) - po]dt = 

- 

4% [S,(r) AfWlh 
0 

0 

(13) 

Equation (13) shows that Z(t) 1s msensltlve to the flame acceleration pro- 
cess or the change of flame surface with time The acoustic theory provides 
a solution m the region far from the flame front, and the solution breaks 
down m the region near the flame front where the flowfield 1s governed by 
the mcompresslble source flow [15] unless M, Q 1 No effort has been made 
to obtam the solution near the flame front as the potential flow theory re- 
qulres a complete description of the interface of the burnt and unburnt gases 
wth time Irrespective of the extreme slmphflcatlons introduced by using 
monopole theory, it 1s found to provide reasonable results, yielding the 
correct order of magnitude for peak overpressures m the weak deflagratlve 
combustion limit of an explosion of an arbltrmly shaped source region 

IV. Oblate-spheroid burst 

As a specific example of a high-pressure burst we consider the blast wave 
generated by a pressunzed oblate-spheroid burst of AR = (major axls/mmor 
axis) = 5, mth constant dlstrlbutlon of the gas-dynamic parameters over the 
source region correspondmg to the constant volume combustion of methane- 
air mutture which is characterized by Pb/PU = 8 934, Gb/G, = 1, Vb = ub = 
0 0, Eb = Pb/Gb(T* - 1) = 44 238, yI = 1 4 and y2 = 1 202 

In Fig 2 the region orlgmally occupied by the gas-cloud is shaded and the 
posltlon and shape of the shock wave and contact surface at different times 
following the explosion are shown as solid and dashed lines Because of 
symmetry only one quadrant of a complete picture 1s shown After a large 
initial expansion there is a little movement of the edge of the source volume 
with time The shape of the shock wave is almost elhptlcal with a decaying 
elhptlclty m tune The shape of the lead wave approaches spherical as the 
lead shock gradually degenerates into an acoustic wave The experimental 
evidence of the blast waves generated by explodmg wires [5] and condensed 
phase cylmdrlcal wues [16] tends to confirm that the asymmetries present m 
the system smooth out as the blast wave progresses, and “far enough” from 
source, the waves become spherical 

Figures 3-5 present the variation of pressure, density, and internal energy 
wth distance at different times along the axis R Followmg the Instant of 
burst, an expansion wave propagates into the source volume and a shock 
wave develops and propagates away from the source volume In the lmtlal 
stages the strength of the rarefaction wave is so strong that it causes the 
source volume to expand almost at the some speed The peak overpressure m 
the system rapidly moves away from the source volume to the front of the 
lead wave that developed because of the expanding source volume The lead 
wave entraps a lot of mass as it propagates away from the source volume, 
raising the density of the mert medium behind the lead shock by a factor of 
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2 5 Another salient feature of the flowfield 1s that the magmtude of the 
pressure and density decrease contmuously across the lead shock from 9 = 0” 
to 90” The strength of the lead shock decreases monotomcally as It propa- 
gates into the far field The expansion of the source volume continues until 
the density and internal energy of the burnt gases approach the values corre- 
spondmg to those of a constant pressure deflagratlon 

V Detonatlve combustion 

Here we present the specific case of the detonatlve combustion of meth- 
anear mixture, for a centrally ignited, pancake-shaped cloud of AR = 
(dlameterjhelght) = 10 0, which 1s characterized by a Chapman-Jouguet 
detonation velocity of M, = 5 1642, rl = 1 4 and y2 = 1 2 In Fig 6 the 
region originally occupied by the cloud 1s shaded, and the position and shape 
of the lead shock and the interface of the burnt and unburnt gases at dlffer- 
ent times after the completion of the heat addition are shown as dashed and 
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Fg 6 The posItIons of the interface and the lead shock at different times for the case 
detonatlve combustion of a pancake shaped cloud with AR = 10 
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solid lines, respectively In the mltlal phase, a detonation front spreads 
spherically until It reaches the outer edge of the cloud at T = 0 016 as shown 
by curve 1 Followmg the mltlal spherical propagation the detonation front 
travels almost like an expanding cylmdrlcal rmg with X as the axis of sym- 
metry Accompanying this phase of propagation, the detonation front will 
be followed by an expansion fan propagatmg from the compressible boundary 
into the combustion products while an oblique shock 1s Induced m the inert 
compressible medium The wave interaction of the detonation products and 
the compressible medium, as shown m Fig 7, 1s greatly slmphfled but It 
helps to describe the salient features of the flowfield consldered Figure 8 
shows the results of the numerical calculations for the correspondmg posl- 
tion and shape of the detonation front, the interface and the induced oblique 
shock front during this second phase of flame propagation at T = 0 073 

Fig 7 The wave mteractlon between the products of detonation and the Inert com- 
presslble medium at the contact surface 

There 1s no particle displacement In the flowfield ahead of the detonation 
front, and the induced shock and the condltlons there remam at ambient 
during heat addition When heat addltlon 1s completed the induced shock 
separates from the source volume and propagates mto the surroundmgs The 
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subsequent shapes of the lead shock and the Interface at different tunes are 
given by curves 2 to 9 of Fig 6 As m the case of an oblate-spheroid burst, 
the source volume mltlally expands at the sonic speed and continues its ex- 
pansion until the condltlons of the flow inside the source volume attain val- 
ues correspondmg 
murture 

to constant pressure deflagratlon of the methane-an 

- VELOCITY VECTCYM rIHE=0 073 

Fig 8 The velocity field at T = 0 073 generated by detonatlve combustion of a pancake 

shaped cloud with AR = 10 

Figures lo-12 show the varlatlon of pressure, dennty, and internal energy 
wth distance at different times along the axis R During heat addition the 
overpressure at the detonation front corresponds to 15 72, which 1s the 
C-J value, and the pressure decreases monotomcally towards the center as 
shown m Fig 10 Orlgmatmg at the point of separation of the detonation 
front and the induced obhque shock, a strong rarefactlon fan propagates into 
the combustion products, thereby restricting the high-pressure region to a 

Ftg 10 Overpressure versus distance and time generated by detonattve combustion 01 a 

pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 10 
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very narrow zone behind the detonation front dunng heat addition Subse- 
quent to the completion of the heat addltlon the peak pressure m the system 
moves away from the detonation front to the lead shock The strength of the 
lead shock decreases monotonically as it propagates mto the far field Figure 
12 shows that the internal energy of the burnt gases go from a maximum of 

-3 09 -2 47 -I 85 -I 23 -0 62 IY ov 

BlSTAfrCE 

F1g 11 Density dlstrlbutlon versus distance and time generated by detonatlve combus 
tlon of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 10 

- -z 00 

Fig 12 Internal energy dlstrlbutlon versus distance and time generated by detonatlve 
combustron of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 10 
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47 93 to 28, mdlcatmg that the detonatlve combustion IS very effective m 
converting the mtemal energy to klnetlc energy and thus more energy 1s 
made avwlable to the surroundmgs Slmllar behavior 1s observed for the 
oblate-spheroid burst, but for deflagratlve combustion there 1s httle change 
m the Internal energy of the burnt gases dunng and after energy addltlon 
Figure 11 shows trends m the behavior of the density which are slmllar to 
the case of the oblate-spheroid burst 

Figures 8 and 9 show the velocity field at two different times At 2’ = 
0 073 the magnitude of the particle velocity varies from a maxlmum corre- 
sponding to the local speed of sound in the region lmmedlately behind the 
detonation front to a mmlmum of zero at the stagnatlon region where the 
flowfield IS changing its direction At T = 2 009 an expansion wave propagat- 
ing towards the lead shock causes a change of the flow dlrectlon, which 
would othermse be oriented towards the lead wave m the region outslde of 
the source volume The flowfield in the source region near the orlgm appears 
to be similar to an ideal flow toward a “stagnation point” at a rigid 
boundary At this time there 1s very little movement of the edge of the 
source volume with time, as the magnitude of the particle velocltles is very 
low 

VI. Deflagratlve combustion 

Here we consider the speclflc example of centrally ignited deflagratlve 
combustion of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 The thermodynamic 
properties of the hydrocarbon-au mixture are characterized by a volumetric 
expansion of 7 0 for a constant pressure deflagratlon, y, = 1 3 and y2 = 1 2 
The burning speed of the flame is assumed constant throughout the combus- 
tion process at M,, = 0 0428 

Unlike detonatlve combustion the flowfield associated with deflagratlve 
combustion 1s bounded by a lead shock front durmg flame propagation The 
particle velocity induced by deflagratlve combustion, ahead of the flame 
front, contmuously modlfles the shape of the ongmal cloud In the m&la1 
phase, when lgmtlon occurs at the center of the cloud the flame spreads 
sphencally until it reaches the outer surface of the cloud The correspondmg 
shape and position of the flame and the displaced cloud are shown in curve 2 
of Fig 13 In the next phase the flame propagates almost like an expanding 
cyhndrlcal ring with X as the axis of symmetry until head addition 1s com- 
pleted In curves 3-7 we show the posltlons of the flame, displaced cloud. 
and interface during and after the completion of heat addltlon The 
characterlstlc of this phase 1s the occurrence of pressure relief behind the 
flame front due to the upward expansion of the burnt gases In Fig 14 we 
show the pressure dlstrlbutlon along the axis R after the completion of the 
initial spherical deflagratlon In the case of deflagratlve combustion the 
energy wave is propagatmg subsonically relative to both ambient condltlons 
and condltlons behmd the energy wave There 1s a slight pressure nse along 
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Fig 13 The posItIons of the flame, displaced cloud and Interface at various times generat 

ed by deflagratlve combustion of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 and M,, = 0 0428 
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the shock Hugomot followed by an isentropic compression to the beginning 
of the energy wave There is a large expansion and a slight pressure decrease 
through the energy addition with nearly equal density and pressure behind 
the energy wave durmg flame propagation The behavior of the blast field 1s 
slmllar to that of an acoustic field Recall from the discussion of the acoustic 
model that the rate of increase of the rate at which combustion products are 
formed plays an important role in determmmg the varlatlons of the pressure 
dlstnbutlon for low-velocity deflagratlve combustion The mltlal high 
pressure m the system 1s characteristic of a spherical flame where the rate of 
the flame growth is very high and 1s proportional to rf When the flame be- 
gins to propagate like an expanding cylmdrlcal ring, the rate of the flame 
growth more or less remains constant and IS proportional to the height of the 
cloud However, the acoustic pressure at the flame surface continues to de- 
crease because the pressure not only depends on the flame growth but 1s In- 
versely proportional to t-f The pressure m the system starts falling lmme- 

Fig 15 The velocity field at T = 8 8183 generated by deflagratlve combustron of a pan 
cake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 and M,, = 0 0128 

Fig 14 Overpressure dlstrlbutlon versus distance and time generated by deflagratlve corn 
bustlon of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 and M,, = 0 0428 along the axis R 
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dlately after the mltlal spherical phase of combustion This effect can be 
clearly seen because a strong rarefaction wave orlgmatmg at the edge of the 
source volume propagates towards the center, thereby decreasmg the 
pressure wthm the source volume During the mltlal transition period after 
spherical flame propagation there is a rapid drop m pressure instead of a 
gradual drop predicted by the l/rf dependence of the acoustic model After 
heat addition stops, a rarefactlon wave propagatmg from the edge of the 
source volume replaces most of the compresslon wave The duration of the 
negative phase 1s quite large The magnitude of the peak negative overpressure 
even exceeds the magnitude that the peak posltlve overpressure ever had 
There IS considerable expansion of the source volume in the direction normal 
to the major dimension of the cloud traversed by the flame However, very 
little expansion of the source volume 1s observed after the completion of the 
energy addltlon Unlike spherical combustion, there is a large flow velocity 
Imparted to the particles of the source volume durmg the flame propagation 
There IS vortex formation within the source volume after the energy addl- 
tlon, as shown m Fig 15 The flow appears to be that generated by circular 
line vortices There IS little variation m the values of the internal energy and 
density of the burnt gases during and after the completion of the heat addl- 
tlon It is also observed that the lead wave remains spherical at all times 

VII. Blast parameters 

The most important blast parameters, peak overpressure and posltlve 
phase impulse, which can be related to damage potential are nondlmenslonal- 
lzed using Sachs’s scaling relatlonshlp as presented by Baker et al [16] 

&nax = Pmax - po 
PO 

I+(10 I, = - 
Et,& 3 

where 

I+ = _I- b(t) - pal dt 
pout we 
phase 

and Et 1s the total energy that has been deposited in the source re@on Sachs 
has shown that Pm, and ?+ are umque functions of a nondlmenslonallzed 
distance m terms of an energy-scaled length parameter, (Et/Po)1’3, for ideal 
sources such as condensed phase explosions 

Peak overpressure, Pmax, and dlmenslonless impulse for an oblate-spheroid 
burst as a function of the energy-scaled distance along 9 = 0”, 45” and 90” 
are shown m Figs 16 and 17, respectively For each case, the curves labeled 
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Fig 16 Peak overpressure versus energy-scaled distance generated by an ohlate-spheroid 
burst 
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Fig 17 Energy-scaled Impulse versus energy-scaled distance generated by an oblate 
spheroid burst 
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Fig 18 Peak overpressure versus energy-scaled distance generated by detonatlve combus 
tlon of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 10 
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Fig 19 Energy-scaled Impulse versus energy-scaled distance generated by detonatlve corn 
bustlon of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 10 
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pentohte and bursting sphere are taken from Baker et al [16] for compar- 
lson In Fig 16 we note that the decay along the maJor axls, C#J = 90”, 1s much 
more rapid than the decay for the correspondmg spherical burst or the decay 
along the minor axis, C#J = 0” This 1s due to the large curvature of the shock 
wave near the major axis perpendicular to the (X, R) plane The shock decay 
approaches the spherical case along 0 = 45” Impulse, which 1s a measure of 
the combined effect of the pressure rise over the ambient pressure at any 
location m the flowfield, decays at a much faster rate along the major axis 
when compared with the decay along the minor axis, mdlcatmg a high degree 
of dlrectlonahty In the far field the decay along the minor axis comcldes 
blth the spherlcal case Both the impulse and peak overpressure curves he 
below the pentohte curve in the far field as expected The peak overpressure 
and impulsive curves for a centrally ignited, pancake-shaped cloud of AR = 
10 0 are shown m Figs 18 and 19, respectively The trend and behavior are 
similar to the oblate-spheroid burst 

Figures 20-23 show peak overpressure as a function of the energy-scaled 
distance for different cases involving deflagratlve combustion Figures 20 and 
21 correspond to centrally ignited clouds of AR = 5 and 0 2, respectively 

Fig 20 Peak overpressure versus energy-scaled distance generated by deflagratlve corn 
bustlon of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 and M,, = 0 0428 
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Fig 21 Peak overpressure versus energy-scaled distance generated by deflagratlve com- 
bustlon of a clgar-shaped cloud with AR = 0 2 and M,, = 0 O-128 

The burning speed in both cases 1s assumed constant at MS, = 0 0428 Figure 
22 corresponds to the case of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 The 
burnmg speed of the mitral spherical flame 1s assumed constant at MS, = 
0 0428 followed by constant rate of acceleration, with a final burning speed 
attained by the flame at the end of heat addition correspondmg to M, = 
0 1024 Figure 23 corresponds to the case of a pancake-shaped cloud of 
AR = 5 and constant burning speed of MS, = 0 1024 For each case, the 
correspondmg curves for spherical deflagratlon of the same total energy and 
identical burning speeds are shown for comparison For weak deflagratlve 
blasts the llmltmg solutions from acoustic theory are also plotted for com- 
parison m Figs 20 and 21 In all these cases the mltlal high overpressures m 
the system are charactenstlc of the mitral spherical flame After the flame 
reaches the edge of the cloud, further flame propagation through the cloud 
does not contribute very much to the peak overpressure curves, since the 
rate of flame area increase 1s very small after the completion of the lnltlal 
spherical deflagratlon phase The pressure relief after burn through, assoclat- 
ed with the deflagratlve combustion of axlsymmetnc clouds, reduces blast 
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intensity m the far field Thus, the peak overpressure obtained using the 
spherical flame assumption becomes extremely conservative From Figs 
20-23 it can be seen that the increased values of the peak overpressures 
resulting from the linear flame acceleration process do not exceed that 
produced by a flame which has sustained a constant burning speed of M, = 
0 1024, the highest burning speed at which the accelerating flame has 
propagated The simple acoustic monopole theory provides reasonable 
results for peak overpressure, yielding the correct order of magnitude for 
hmltmg cases of the deflagratlve blast wave 

L 4 
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Fig 22 Peak overpressure versus energy-scaled distance generated by an acceleratmg 
flame propagation through a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 

VIII Conclusions 

This study extends the numerical modeling of unconfined vapor cloud ex- 
plosions to one more dimension to include the effects of the wave asym- 
metry by presenting a systematic study of the blast waves generated by a 
high-pressure oblate elhpsold burst and axlsymmetnc deflagratlve and deto- 
native combustion processes By mtroducmg appropriate modlflcatlons to 
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Fig 23 Peak overpressure versus energy-scaled distance generated by deflagratlve corn 
bustlon of a pancake-shaped cloud with AR = 5 and MS. = 0 1024 

the scheme proposed by Godunov et al [lo], the numerical integration of 
the 2-D nonsteady flows has been performed with the mcorporatlon of a 
simple heat addition-working fluid model to adequately model a reactive 
Hugomot For detonatlve and deflagratlve combustion it 1s assumed that the 
flame velocity as function of time 1s known a pnon The method of calcula- 
tion permits detailed calculations of the blast structure during and after the 
propagation of a heat addition wave at any location m the flowfield For 
estimation of blast damage, plots of dlmenslonless peak overpressure and 
dimensionless impulse as a function of the energy-scaled distance are provld- 
ed for various flame velocltles and cloud geometries 

The character of the blast waves associated with a high-pressure oblate 
elllpsold burst or axlsymmetnc detonation are markedly different from the 
deflagratlve combustion case The side relief associated with flame propaga- 
tion through axlsymmetrlc clouds severely restricts the intensity of the blast 
damage For deflagratlve combustion of a centrally ignited, pancake-shaped 
cloud of AR = 5 a sustained effective burning velocity of 0 1024 X 345 = 35 
m/s or 76 times the normal burning velocity of most hydrocarbons is needed 
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to produce an overpressure of 0 28 atm at the edge of the cloud This would 
be sufficient to cause minor structural damage and slgmflcant glass damage 
On the other hand, flames propagating through a centrally ignited spherical 
cloud require an effective normal bummg velocity of only 21 m/s to produce 
an equivalent overpressure at the same location For an identical edge-lg- 
mted, pancake-shaped cloud acoustic theory predicts that the magnitude of 
the peak overpressures are less by an order of magnitude when compared to 
that of a centrally lgmted spherical deflagratlon [6] 

The results indicate that the deflagratlve combustion of an extended cloud 
IS very ineffective m producing damagmg blast waves On the contrary, the 
pressure and impulse signatures of a high-pressure burst of an oblate elhpsold 
and detonatlve combustion of axlsymmetnc clouds exhlblt pronounced 
dlrectlonal effects with very high overpressures near the source volume 
Hence, It appears likely that large flame accelerations and supersonic velocl- 
ties close to C-J detonation velocltles are needed if the combustion of an 
unconfined and extended cloud 1s to produce a damagmg blast wave 
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